COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF EAST CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN AFRICA

EXAMINATION INSTRUCTIONS
(PAPER BASED EXAMINATION)

2020
PLEASE TAKE NOTE OF THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT DETAILS:

1. You are advised to report at the examination venue at least 30 Minutes before time.

2. This examination Consist of two Papers: **Paper I (60 questions)** and **Paper II (60 questions)**. Each paper will be a 90 Minutes with 30 minutes break between the two exams.

3. Paper I begins exactly at 8:00 GMT and ends at 9:30 GMT.

4. Paper II begins exactly at 10:00 GMT and ends at 11:30 GMT.

5. On each exam (Part I & Part II), you will be required to sign a SEPARATE attendance sheets.

6. You will be given Give time warning when there is one hour remaining in the examination, when there are 30 minutes remaining, when there are 15 minutes remaining, and 5 minutes before the end of Examination.

7. **HB2 Pencil** or Black pen is advised to be used

EXAMINATION INSTRUCTIONS

1) Please write your full name with Surname in Capitals and Student ID number in each page of the exam booklet and in the separate examination answer sheet provided.

2) Make sure you have the Correct Answer sheet that corresponds to this examination

3) You have 90 minutes to answer this exam.

4) There are 60 multiple choice questions in each examination. Each question carries one (1) mark.

5) Each question is followed by multiple choices. Select ONE best answer that best fits the question and mark your choice in the separate answer sheet provided.

6) If you wish to change an answer, place a clear "X" on wrong answer and shade the corrected one.

7) Make sure you submit the entire question paper and your answer sheet back to the invigilator

8) Please notify the invigilator immediately, if you find any error in your paper.

*NB: Student ID number is not your COSECSA programme entry number, but a unique number provided by the college for the written examination.*
You will be provided with a separate but identical printed blank answer sheet. You have 5 Minutes to go through the examination instructions and write your full name and ID number on the printed answer sheet.

On the printed answer sheet, please take note of the following:

1. Please write your **full name** with **SURNAME** in **Capitals** and COSECSA registration number in each page of the exam booklet.

2. Before you begin the examination, please make sure you have the right answer sheet for the right exam type. Confirm the Exam type (**MCS/FCS**), if FCS, the exact type of examination (**GS, Neurosurgery.....**) and the right exam paper (**paper I or paper II**) by referring to the right hand side of the answer sheet.

3. Please write your **Student ID number** on the space provided. Please note that this number is **not** your programme entry number but is a unique number given to you by the College. An examples of how this is supposed to be filled is given below.
Below are sample Student IDs (100/003/237/931) filled in:

Write your Student ID (e.g., 001) on the empty boxes also shade the appropriate numbers that follow.
Write Your full name (eg John SMITH)

Write Your COSECSA Programme entry Number (eg KE/2021/07)

Indicate Country of Exam (eg Kenya, Malawi etc)

Confirm if you have the right answer sheet (Exam type {MCS/FCS} and the right Paper [I or II])

Write your Student ID (eg 001) on the empty boxes also shade the appropriate numbers that follows.